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Supplementary Information - CRISPR screen data analyses: screening performance         

assessment 

This analysis was restricted only to genes belonging to predefined sets of            

essential/non-essential genes 1, respectively E and N, and hereby defined as set G . For each              

cell line we assembled a predictor vector P containing the depletion fold-changes (FCs) for              

all the genes in G , and a boolean response vector with one entry per gene in G , which was                   

equal to TRUE if the corresponding gene belonged to E. Specificity, Precision and Sensitivity              

curves were computed matching these two vectors, by making use of the roc function of the                

pROC R package2. The resulting ROC and Precision/Recall curves are shown in Extended             

Data Fig. 1g. 

In addition, we computed for prior known essential ( E) and ribosomal protein ( R) genes a               

Glass’s Δ scores, quantifying depletion signal magnitudes and discriminative distance of their            

distribution from that of non-essential genes (N), defined as: 

| (FC( )) - (FC( )) | / (FC( )),μ x ∈ X μ n ∈ N σ x ∈ X  

Where , and , indicate mean and standard deviation, respectively. Results E, R}X ∈ {    μ σ         

across all screened cell lines are shown in Supplementary Extended Data Fig. 1h. 

 

Supplementary Information - CRISPR screen data analyses: Calling CRISPR-Cas9 gene 

knockout fitness effects 

We ranked all the screened genes in a given cell line based on their BAGEL Bayesian factor 1                 

(computed as detailed in the Methods) in decreasing order, from most to least depleted. Then               

for each rank position a corresponding set of genes was defined by pooling together all    ,r      Gr       

the genes whose rank position was . Subsequently a false discovery rate FDR( ) was      ≤ r       r   

computed as , where and are the reference sets of a  00 1 ×  G  N| r ⋂  | / G  (E )| r ⋂  ⋃ N |  E  N       

priori known essential and non-essential genes described in the previous section,           

respectively. Finally, the BF of the gene in the rank position max 
r

{FDR( ) },           r* =  r  %< 5  

was defined as the significance threshold for the cell line under consideration and all the               

genes with a BF above this threshold were deemed as significantly essential (at a 5% FDR). 
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Supplementary Information - High-level data analyses: Pan-cancer and cancer-type         

core fitness genes using the Adaptive Daisy Model (ADaM) 

To identify genes that are consistently depleted across multiple cell lines (hence considered             

as a proxy set of core fitness (CF) genes) the Daisy Model3 computes a fuzzy intersection I 
m*

                 

(the core of the daisy) composed of genes that are significantly depleted (fitness genes) in at                

least m* cell lines, where m* is aprioristically defined. The genes not belonging to I 
m*

(thus                

falling on the petals of the daisy) are deemed to be context-specific essential genes. In 3 the                 

authors screened 7 cell lines from different tissues and defined genes significantly essential in              

at least m* = 3 cell lines as CF genes. Generalising this approach, ADaM (i) applies the                 

Daisy Model but it adaptively determines m* in a data-driven way, predicting sets of CF               

genes (one set per cancer-type in input), (ii) applies the Daisy Model to the obtained sets of                 

cancer-type CF genes by adaptively defining the number of cancer-types k for which a gene               

should have been predicted as CF in order to be considered as a pan-cancer CF gene. The                 

whole process is illustrated in Extended Data Fig. 3, for an example cancer-type (ovary) and               

for determining pan-cancer CF genes. 

Briefly, for a given cancer-type T for which M cell lines have been screened, ADaM               

computes fuzzy intersections of genes I 
m , for each m = 1, …, M, including genes that are     

 
            

significantly depleted in at least cell lines. Subsequently for each m = 1, …, M, a true     m              

positive rate (TPR(m )) is computed by considering as true positives the genes included in a               

priori known essential gene set E:  

TPR(m ) , E  |/| E  |= | ⋂ Im ⋂ G  

where G   is the set of all screened genes. 

At the same, time the deviance of  from its expectation is computed as follows: I || m πm  

D(m ) = log 10(  / ). I || m πm  

To estimate , 1,000 randomised versions of the binary depletion scores (computed as  πm            

detailed in the previous section) of all the genes across the cell lines from T , are generated                 

while preserving the total number of depleted genes per cell lines, to account for their overall                
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vulnerability. Then is defined as the average value of the (for i = 1, …, 1000)  πm         | I |m i       

computed across the randomised versions of the binary depletion scores. 

Finally, m* is defined as the maximal value of m providing the best trade-off between               

TPR(m ) (inversely proportional to m ) and D(m ) (proportional to m ) (example in Extended             

Data Fig. 3d). 

We applied ADaM to the depletion scores observed in cell lines from each of the               

cancer-types with at least 8 screened cell lines in turn, defining an ADaM threshold m* for                

each of them, and considering the corresponding sets as proxies of cancer-type CF       Im*        

essential genes and those not belonging to  as proxies of context-specific genes.Im*  

 

Supplementary Information - High-level data analyses: Comparison between the ADaM          

pan-cancer CF genes and other reference sets of essential genes.  

To estimate false positive rates for the ADaM pan-cancer core fitness genes, as well as for the                 

reference sets of core fitness essential genes in refs. 1 and 4 we assembled sets of negative                

controls from an independent publication 5. In this independent study, the essentiality signal of             

each gene is analysed across a large dataset obtained from an RNAi screen across hundreds of                

cancer cell lines, and its tendency to distribute according to a skewed Student-t distribution              

(indicative of that gene being strongly essential in a minority of cell lines) is estimated. In our                 

comparison we considered sets of putative strongly context-specific essential genes (thus           

false positives) at different level of likelihood of a skewed Student-t distribution. 

 

Supplementary Information - Statistical analyses: Analysis of Variance to identify          

genomic correlates with gene fitness 

 

We focused our analysis on Cancer Driver Events 6 (CDEs) because these represent a causal              

link with carcinogenesis and thus increase interpretability of identified associations and           

facilitate development of genetic biomarkers. Each analysis included only genes that were            

significantly depleted in at least 2 cell lines (from the considered cancer-type, or across the               

whole panel of cell lines for the pan-cancer analysis), but excluding genes in the BAGEL1               
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curated set of essential genes ( E) set, the set of ribosomal protein genes and the other                

MSigDB7 genes sets (detailed in the Methods). Genes predicted to be pan-cancer or             

cancer-type core fitness (CF) genes by ADaM were also excluded from respective ANOVA.             

CRISPRcleanR 8 corrected gene-level FC were quantile normalised on an individual cell line            

basis and used as indicators of gene essentiality. 

For each of the genes included in the analysis, we assembled an essentiality vector consisting               

of n depletion FCs (described above), one entry per cell line (considering the whole panel for                

pan-cancer analysis, and only cell line from the analysed cancer-type otherwise). The model             

was linear (no interaction terms) with dependant variables represented by the described            

vector and factors including tissue (for the pan-cancer analysis only), microsatellite instability            

status (for the pan-cancer analysis and for those of cancer-types with at least 2 positive               

samples for this feature) and the status of a cancer driver event (CDE, as defined in 6), one                 

model for each CDE. Differently from the analyses described in 6 here we used a common set                

of CDEs (the pan-cancer ones) across the different analyses. Only CDEs occurring in at least               

3 cell lines were considered and CDEs with identical patterns of positive occurrence were              

merged together. 

 

Supplementary Information - Target priority score 

Each gene t was assigned a target priority score  defined as:(t)P  

 (t) 0.3 L (t) .7 L (t) P =  1 + 0 2  

To formally define the two individual terms and , we introduce the boolean       (t)L1  (t) L2      

function which evaluates the status of the property related to a given gene and (p)f        p        

possibly a given cell line. This functions assumes a value equal to 1 when is true and equal              p      

to 0 otherwise. Additionally, let us consider the following properties: 

 = {t has at least a class A marker},(t) p1  

 = {t has at least a class B marker},(t) p2  

 = {t has at least a class C marker},(t) p3  

 = {t has at least a weaker  marker},(t) p4  
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To determine the marker classes, the considered ANOVA associations were those specific to             

the cancer type under consideration, and the classes were defined as specified in the              

Methods. 

 was then defined as follows:(t)L1  

{0.8 +(t) (t)L1 = g (p (t))∑
4

i=1
f

i
  

0.2 (  is somatically mutated in at least 2% of T matched primary tumours)},f t   

where somatic mutations from large cohorts of primary tumours were derived from6 and             (t)g  

is a filter function defined as follows: 

={ is targeted by more than 1 sgRNA in the employed library) (t)g (t f ×  

does not belong to any reference set of predefined essential genes) (t f ×  

is not predicted as pan-cancer CF gene by ADaM) (t f ×  

is not predicted as T -specific CF gene by ADaM)},(t f  

where the reference set of predefined essential genes are described in the previous section and               

the last factor is omitted for pan-cancer priority scores. 

Finally, was defined as follows:(t) L2  

is significantly essential in c),(t) (t, )/ f (tL2 = ∑
 

c

h c ∑
 

c

  

where c are the screened cell lines from T (or in the whole panel for pan-cancer scores),                 

essentiality is meant at a BAGEL 5% FDR (as detailed in the previous section Supplementary               

Information - CRISPR screen data analyses: Identification of fitness genes ). To defined a            

 let us introduce the following properties:(t, )h c  

 = {scaled BF of  in },(t, ) q1 c t c > 1  

 = {scaled BF of  in },(t, ) q2 c t c > 2  
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 = {scaled BF of  in },(t, ) q3 c t c > 3  

 = {MAGeCK depletion FDR of  in },(t, ) q4 c t 0%c < 1  

 = {MAGeCK depletion FDR of  in },(t, ) q5 c t %c < 5  

 = {t is highly expressed in at the basal level},(t, ) q6 c  c  

 = {t is somatically mutated in },(t, ) q7 c c  

= {t belongs to a biological pathway that is statistically enriched among the(t, ) q8 c               

genes significantly depleted in },c  

where the scaled BF and the MAGeCK depletion FDRs are indicators of gene essentiality and               

are computed in the previous section, t is highly expressed if it falls over the 95% quantile of                  

basal expression in c according to the FPKM values derived from9 as described in the               

following section; somatic mutations for all the cell lines are derived from6, and pathway              

enrichments in the set of genes significantly depleted in c are computed with a              

hypergeometric test using pathways gene sets from Pathway Commons 10 post-processed to           

reduce redundancies across different sets as detailed in 11. 

 is then defined as follows:(t, )h c  

{0.125 },(t, ) (t, )h c = l c (q (t, ))∑
8

i=1
f

i
c  

where  is a filter function defined as follows:(t, )h c  

={ is significantly essential in c) (t, )h c (t f ×  

is express in c) (t f ×  

is not homozygously copy number deleted in c)},(t f  

where, as before, significant essentiality is meant at a BAGEL 5% FDR; a gene is expressed                

in a cell line if its FPKM is ≥ 0.05 in that cell line; the gene level copy number status across                     

screened cell lines has been downloaded from (www.cancerrxgene.org 12). 
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Finally, we defined a minimum priority score threshold based on scores calculated for targets              

with approved or pre-clinical cancer compounds as follows (Extended Data Fig. 5c and             

Supplementary Table 6). For each cancer-type T , let us consider the priority scores of the               

targets with approved or pre-clinical anti-cancer T-specific compounds D 
T

(Supplementary          

Table 6) and those of the targets that are currently non druggable O 
T. Let D * be the union of                   

all the D 
T

across cancer types and O * the union of all the O 
T. We fitted two kernel-estimated                  

density distributions on D * and O *, and we defined as minimal threshold value for priority               

target the priority score at which the probability mass function of the first distribution was at                

least twice that of the second one. To define a threshold for pan-cancer priority score we                

follow the same procedure but consider the scores of the targets with approved or pre-clinical               

anti-cancer (unspecific to any cancer type) compounds to define D 
T.  

 

Supplementary Information: Collective test for genomic markers of gene essentiality          

shared among tissues 

All the targets for which in at least two cancer-types the following condition was satisfied: 

(p (t)) ,∑
4

i=1
f

i
≥ 3  

with defined as in the previous section, had their differential essentiality re-tested against p
i
             

the status of g in a collective t-test considering all the cell lines from the cancer-types in                 
which the condition above held, pooled together, yielding the results shown in Supplementary             
Table 8b. 

 

Supplementary Information - Target tractability 

This was assembled using data from the following resources. 

For the small molecule pipeline: 

• Uniprot13, PDBe14, InterPro 15, Pfam16 & GO 17: accessed on 18/11/2016 

• Complex portal 18, Biomodels 19 accessed on: 24/06/2017 

• ChEMBL20: version 22 (October 2016) 

• SureChEMBL21: SureChEMBL RDF as available in Open PHACTS (version 1.2,          

March 2015) 
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• Human genome: NCBI 22, November 2016 (20 912 protein coding genes) 

 

For the antibody pipeline: 

• HP 23: accessed on February 2017 

• Uniprot & GO: accessed on 13/07/2017 

• Complex portal & Biomodels: accessed on 24/06/2017 

• ENSEMBL Compara24: accessed on 13/07/2017 (ENSEMBL 89) 

• ChEMBL: version 23 (May 2017) 

• SureChEMBL: SureChEMBL RDF as available in Open PHACTS (version 1.2,          

March 2015) 

• Human genome: NCBI, November 2016 (20 912 protein coding genes)  
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